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Adopting a Digital Approach (A1/C1)

The Office of Information and Technology (OI&T) has a new MyVA-inspired mission to “collaborate with
its business partners to create the best experience for all Veterans.” It is executing new strategies built
on new principles of transparency, accountability, innovation, and teamwork. OI&T’s vision is to become
a world-class organization that provides a seamless, unified Veteran experience through the delivery of
state-of-the-art technology. OI&T’s transformation is delivering a rapid succession of improvements
based on three general goals, which are:




Institutionalize a new set of capabilities to drive improved outcomes
Eliminate/mitigate any material weaknesses
Stabilize and streamline core processes and platforms

To equip the OI&T organization with new capabilities needed in the future environment, the Chief
Information Officer (CIO) restructured OI&T and added five new organizations. As shown in Figure 1-1
below, these new functions will enable portfolio management and transition planning, improve
customer satisfaction, streamline service delivery, reduce risk, and facilitate interoperability.
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Figure 1-1: New OI&T Functions
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Enterprise Program Management Office (EPMO) is OI&T’s new “Control Tower.” It manages
four information technology (IT) portfolios of investments (Medical, Benefits, Corporate,
Enterprise IT) across their lifecycles.



IT Account Management (ITAM) focuses on maximizing Veteran outcomes and customer
satisfaction. Separate Account Managers act as primary advocates for customers via enterprise
collaboration and communication.



Strategic Sourcing Office provides an organized, collaborative, streamlined approach to fulfilling
enterprise requirements with solution providers to make the most of IT spending.



Quality and Compliance Organization (QPO) identifies, monitors, measures, and manages risk
to provide a forward-looking assessment of compliance across OI&T with a focus on
eliminating/mitigating material weakness findings.

VA OI&T Transformation, www.oit.va.gov/transformation
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Data Management Organization (DMO) acts as the single source of truth to ensure data
accuracy, security, and interoperability with key stakeholders such as the Department of
Defense (DoD).

Additionally, several specialized teams were established to address critical areas, specifically: Enterprise
Cybersecurity Strategy Team (ECST), IT Strategic Communications, and the Employee Engagement Task
Force.

1.1

Customers First

OI&T’s priority is its customers, and it recently adopted two new rapid approaches for delivering
modernized solutions more quickly and collaboratively. For most large development efforts, OI&T is
using a new Agile solution development and delivery process that replaces the previous waterfall
methodology. Concurrently, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Digital Services Team (DSVA) is
rapidly developing and delivering web services that leverage commercial solutions.

Veteran-Focused Integration Process (VIP)
VIP has one overarching goal: “to increase the speed of delivering high-quality, secure, IT capabilities to
the Veteran.” VIP is an Agile delivery process that is being phased in to replace OI&T’s Program
Management Accountability System (PMAS). VIP reduces required documentation by two-thirds,
decreases the number of process gates from five to two, and reduces the overall cycle time from six to
three months. The complete transition from PMAS to VIP is expected by the end of 2016.

Digital Service at VA (DSVA)
The DSVA is a team of more than 30 seasoned engineers, designers, and product managers from some
of the best-known organizations in the private sector. The DSVA team joined VA in early 2014 and
immediately established partnerships with business and technology experts from across the Agency.
DSVA engages with these partners to reengineer cumbersome processes and identify solutions to highpriority problems.
DSVA’s primary objective is product delivery. The team builds and delivers small, but highly functional,
tools in an iterative and human-centered way. Most DSVA products use commercial web services that
are hosted in the cloud. DSVA works closely with VA’s acquisition staff to acquire contractors that have
the skills to support iterative, customer-driven software development processes.
The DSVA team has identified workflows in key processes that will be improved over the coming months
and years, as well as efficiencies across VA that will save thousands of labor hours and millions of
taxpayer dollars. Most recently, DSVA has been actively involved in rapid development and deployment
of new capabilities in the areas of “Compensation and Pension (C&P),” “Veteran Experience (Vets.gov),”
and “Appeals Modernization.”

Compensation and Pension (C&P)
One of the initial efforts by the DSVA team was to create a new Graphical User Interface (GUI) to
capture forensic exam data from clinicians during C&P exams. This started as an innovative effort
through the VA Center for Innovation, with the goal of demonstrating the ability to completely (100%)
populate benefit system calculators to assist in automating the rating process while simultaneously
saving providers time during forensic exams.
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After successfully demonstrating the proof of concept, the effort transitioned from an innovation to an
OI&T product that is being developed as a solution for improving C&P exams, one of the Top 12 MyVArelated initiatives. The Clinician User Interface (CUI) is being managed under the EPMO and is expected
to eventually replace the decentralized Compensation and Pension Record Interchange (CAPRI)
application that is used by Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) and Veterans Health Administration
(VHA). The CUI application is also being vetted for broader use as a solution for Community Care as an
option for a provider portal.

Vets.gov
In 2015, VA performed an inventory of its customer-facing websites and determined it had 42 call
centers, 220 databases, 9,561 toll-free (800) numbers, and over 1,000 websites that Veterans had to
navigate to access the benefits they earned. Vets.gov was established to create a single online point of
contact for all interactions and to help Veterans easily discover, apply for, track, and manage the
benefits they have earned. The unification of these sites will provide a seamless user-experience and
improve technical performance while lowering operating and sustainment costs.
The migration and unification of all these sites, centers, and tools into the cloud-based Vets.gov
platform began with the beta release in November 2015. The creation of Vets.gov content is an ongoing
collaborative effort between Veteran users and the DSVA team. All content and features are Section
508-compliant, accessible through mobile applications, and written clearly to improve user experience.
Combined, these features allow for easy access and use, and result in reduced calls to VA call centers.
New enhancements to Vets.gov will help Veterans determine their benefit eligibility, locate facilities,
apply for health care, track claims and appeals, and manage their prescriptions. The new Benefits
Navigator application eliminates the complexity of the determining eligibility by asking Veterans
relevant questions and providing recommendations based on the answers. The new Facility locator tool
allows Veterans to find nearby locations that provide the desired service, contact information, and
driving/transit directions.

Appeals Modernization
A subset of the DSVA team is streamlining how benefit claim appeals are being processed for submission
to the Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA). DSVA is iteratively replacing the functionality of the Veterans
Appeals Control and Locator System (VACOLS), built in the 1980s, with a new automated, integrated,
2
easy-to-use, and commercially developed system called Caseflow Certification (Caseflow). Caseflow is a
simple web app that automatically detects whenever new documentation has been added to an appeal.
This check helps reduce preventable errors and avoidable delays caused by disjointed manual
processing.
The Caseflow tool was built in close collaboration with VA employees in Regional Offices across the
country. DSVA collaborated with these employees to understand their processes, workflows, and
existing toolset. In a practical demonstration of VA’s new Agile approach to development, working code
was presented and rewritten in a matter of days while sitting shoulder–to-shoulder with the people who
will use it. Throughout the rollout of the tool, changes were coded and released within hours of
receiving feedback from users across the country. The national rollout of Caseflow was completed in
April 2016 and is the first of many tools that will be used to modernize the appeals process.
2

Department of Veterans Affairs, Board of Veterans Appeals, accessed July 13, 2016, http://www.bva.va.gov/
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A new part of Caseflow currently under development by DSVA is eFolder Express. This new tool will help
speed the processing of approximately 125,000 annual Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Privacy
Act (PA) requests. More than 90% of these requests require a service technician to individually
download each document available in a Veteran’s Veterans Benefits Management System (VBMS)
eFolder, and then merge the documents into a single PDF file for redaction. With a single click of a
button, eFolder Express bulk downloads the full contents of a Veteran's eFolder.

1.2 Managing Information as an Asset
Information is a valuable national resource and a strategic asset that must be managed and protected
throughout its lifecycle. VA complies with the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Open Data
Initiative and publishes Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) quarterly as required to increase
interoperability and openness and make data assets freely available for use within agencies, between
agencies, in the private sector, or by citizens. APIs are a system of machine-to-machine interactions over
a network that involves the transfer of data. They describe information clearly and then expose it to
other computers in a machine-readable format.
In support of the Open Data Initiative, in May 2016, VA submitted a total of 1,862 downloadable,
machine-readable data assets to the Enterprise Data Inventory (EDI) to make it available to the public
for reuse. This represented an increase of 12% between the February 2016 and May 2016 reporting
quarters. Of this number, 1,708 were classified as public, 1 was classified as restricted public, and 153
were classified as non-public.

1.3 Strategic Sourcing and Commodity IT
As part of its transformation, OI&T is adopting a “best-fit, buy-first” strategy, and its new Strategic
Sourcing Organization will take greater advantage of the Agency’s scale and buying power to reduce IT
acquisition costs of commonly used products and services. The new Strategic Sourcing organization will
manage vendor relationships, track vendor performance, develop acquisition policy, strengthen
partnerships with strategic suppliers, and develop and implement new supplier strategies that
incorporate Category Management concepts and industry-standard Service Integration and
Management (SIAM) processes. As it matures, it will manage a Community of Excellence (CoE) for
requirements development and vendor selection and share insights on new technologies and
capabilities to improve the workforce knowledge base.
VA is currently using a Commodities Enterprise Contract (CEC) contracting vehicle to procure laptops
that provides more cost savings than the General Services Administration (GSA), Solutions for
Enterprise-wide procurement, and National Institutes of Health (NIH) vehicles recommended by OMB.
VA plans to use this vehicle until it expires in four years, unless it identifies other opportunities for
greater savings.

1.4 Shared Services (C1)
Reuse is foundational to digitization concepts. “Sharing” services across an organization lowers costs and
accelerates delivery. VA began to adopt shared services and open architecture concepts back in 2011,
when it implemented Benefits Gateway Services (BGS) to reuse existing benefits data for other
initiatives. Six years later, BGS is processing up to 30 million transactions a day across the enterprise to
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allow Veterans and other stakeholders to securely access their benefit claims. Use of BGS has also made
it possible to deploy a new claims processing system in half the time of its predecessor.
Until recently, the use of shared services was not enforced or managed at VA. However, in 2016, the CIO
established an Enterprise Shared Services (ESS) portfolio within EPMO to centralize shared service
management in the areas of Benefits, Health, Corporate, Inter-Agency, and Enterprise Services, such as
messaging and Identity and Access Management (IAM). The IAM team was tasked to ensure that all
internal and user-facing VA applications provide two-factor authentication (2FA) by April 2017 to
address an identified material weaknesses. As of July 8, 2016, 24 applications have been successfully
integrated with Single Sign-On Internal (SSOi) capabilities.
Additionally, shared service targets are being developed for other existing shared services, such as
Master Veteran Index (MVI), and for new/emerging shared services, such as the OneVA pharmacy
program that allows Veterans to refill active VA prescriptions at any VA Pharmacy location, regardless of
where the prescription originated. Use of shared services is one of many leading practices that OI&T
leadership is adopting to better manage its resources, provide faster service to its customers, and satisfy
needs of Veterans.

1.5 Infrastructure Modernization
OI&T’s largest organization, Service Delivery and Engineering (SDE), provides IT infrastructure and
sustainment support for the entire Agency and controls the majority of OI&T’s resources. SDE is
undergoing a modernization to improve service delivery and optimize resources. The emerging
generation of cloud offerings, innovative computing, collaboration, networking and storage
technologies, and acquisition models all provide opportunities to replace existing IT infrastructure with
more Agile, innovative, and secure alternatives that are easier to manage and less costly to maintain
over time, after migration.
The SDE Modernization effort is currently focusing on:
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Enterprise Cloud Services. Identify, leverage, and establish cloud services through Federal Risk
and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP)-accredited “as a Service” solutions such as:
Infrastructure, Platform, Software, and Storage.



Modernized/Converged Networks. Modernize, upgrade, and reengineer VA’s network
infrastructure, to include ongoing operations, maintenance, sustainment, and administration.
The new VA Wide Area Network (WAN) architecture eliminates Veterans Integrated Service
Network (VISN) Demark congestion points and greatly simplifies and enhances traffic patterns to
and from all resources within VA.



Converged/Unified Communications (UC). Converge all electronic communications onto a
single, IP-based enterprise network that seamlessly accommodates all voice, video, data, and
collaboration traffic, establishing a unified communications capability for all VA end-users.



Virtualized/Consolidated Data Center Hosting. Provide cloud services and mechanisms that
enable consolidation of VA’s existing data centers to a target state (and number) that promotes
cost savings, reduction of assets, standardization, and operational efficiency without
compromising availability, reliability, business continuity, and security.



Refresh Microsoft Exchange. Upgrade VA's 11-year-old exchange system from Exchange 2003 to
Exchange 2010, and eventually migrate to Microsoft Office 365 government cloud. Initial
mailbox migrations started in July 2016, with migrations to the Microsoft Cloud occurring as
OFFICE OF VA ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

soon as a Trusted Internet Connection (TIC)-compliant network connection can be established
with Office 365.


Reengineered Security. Incorporate and address security from the initial planning and design
phases to disposal of the system. The SDE Security Engineering staff support VA technical
initiatives, inclusive of the VA security enterprise architecture, the examination of emerging
technologies from initial evaluation through implementation, the development of the security
requirements repository, and overall security product evaluation activities, along with Security
Configuration Guidelines.

A key ongoing effort is the System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM/CM) 2012 Migration, which
upgrades the SCCM 2007 Enterprise software deployed nationwide in 2009. The SCCM software is the
standard, centralized, and authoritative VA platform for Enterprise Reporting, Software and Hardware
Asset Management, Patch Management, Configuration/Baseline Management, Operating System
Deployment, and Remote Software Distribution. However, at eight years old, the hardware and
software infrastructure has resulted in a wide variety of problems: growth/scalability challenges, tiered
and highly distributed infrastructure manageability difficulties, content management problems on
distribution points, SCCM administrator roles and responsibilities management challenges, continuity of
service issues, and more.
CM2012 resolves these problems by providing a centralized Enterprise Service Model. Use of this
Enterprise Service Model will result in a greatly reduced hardware infrastructure footprint and
operational and support resource requirements, while improving software distribution/enterprise
reporting and increasing asset and software license management capabilities. Additionally, CM2012 will
deliver a more robust, scalable patch and vulnerability management architecture that will remediate
security-related material weakness, meet VA security compliance challenges, and result in superior
security readiness.

Cloud Computing
In 2016, VA established a long-term initiative to adopt a Cloud Service Model to achieve objectives
established in OMB “Cloud First” strategy and VA Directive 6517, Cloud Computing Services. A cloud
service model gives customers rapid elasticity and scalability at a lower cost, and includes delivery of
software, infrastructure, and/or platform services via the Internet on an on-demand basis. VA’s cloud
computing initiative, outlined in A Strategy for VA Cloud Adoption, stems from direction by OI&T
senior leadership to evaluate criteria for adopting and/or migrating existing IT infrastructure to Cloud
Service Providers (CSPs). The initiative supports VA’s goal to achieve cost efficiencies while handling
increased customer demands for enterprise services.
VA’s expanded strategic approach to implementing cloud computing will transition from VA-owned
and maintained infrastructure to cloud computing wherever feasible. To centrally manage this
migration, VA is in the process of establishing an Enterprise Cloud Services Broker (ECSB) and Central
Cloud Consumer to support business and technical governance.
The ECSB provides end-to-end consultancy for provisioning and enablement of cloud services. It will
orchestrate current and future services, such as engineering and operations support, to promote
cohesive and cost-effective VA utilization of cloud services, telecommunications, and network
infrastructure. It will provide an enterprise-wise approach for network modernization, convergence, and
refreshment for VA Local Area Network (LAN), WAN, and virtual private network (VPN) and will conduct
specialized assessments, analysis, and design, and support migration to cloud services.
6
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ECSB-recommended solutions will modernize communications to focus more on Veterans; scaling or
extending key services, such as mobility; eliminating duplication; and standardizing systems. This
approach will result in consistency in baseline configurations, training, and support contracts, which
drive down recurring costs to more sustainable levels.
VA plans to acquire an enterprise Cloud Management Platform (eCMP) that will allow authorized VA
consumers to select and request services from a cloud service catalog instead of bargaining directly with
multiple CSPs. A single point of access and governance for integration will improve interoperability,
security, and monitoring, while optimizing resources.
The eCMP will address four primary facets of cloud service:





Self-Service Portal and Cloud Service Catalog
Provisioning, Orchestration, and Deployment
Access and Security Management
Resource Management and Accounting Reporting

VA has made initial progress in commercial cloud adoption at the project level. VA is tracking
approximately 750 business applications of varying complexity that are being analyzed for cloud
readiness. VA currently has a small, direct presence in Amazon Web Service (AWS) Government Cloud
(Vets.gov), Microsoft Azure Commercial Cloud (EDE Labs), and Microsoft Azure Government Cloud
(Veterans Point of Service (VPS) and Environment of Care (EOC) pilot. In addition, VA has an
undetermined number of indirect presences in various cloud providers via Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
contracts where the hosting is being provided by the contractor.
In order to ensure the best possible service to Veterans, the fastest and most cost-effective way
forward, and to leverage the VA’s substantial investment to date to get the cloud at the project level,
AWS and Azure will be utilized as the two initial enterprise clouds. As VA’s cloud adoption rate increases,
additional clouds may be explored. As shown below in Table 1-1, as of June 28, 2016, the following VA
CSP initiatives are funded and in progress:
Table 1-1: Current VA CSP Initiatives
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System Application

Service
Mode

Deployment Model

Implement
Date

FedRAMP
Baseline

FISMA

External Development
Environment (External)

IaaS

Public (MS Azure)

FY17Q1

Moderate

Low

VA for Vets, Vets.gov
Caseflow

PaaS
IaaS

Community (AWS Gov)
Community (AWS Gov)

FY16Q3
FY17Q2

Moderate
Moderate

Low
Moderate

Environment of Care

IaaS

Community (Azure Gov) FY17Q1

Moderate

Moderate

VA Enterprise Email as a Service

SaaS

Community (Office
365 Gov)

Moderate

Moderate

FY17Q2
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Data Center Consolidation
In December 2014, the President signed the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act
(FITARA), enacting and building upon the requirements of the Federal Data Center Consolidation
Initiative (FDCCI). FITARA requires agencies to submit annual reports that include: comprehensive data
center inventories, multi-year strategies to consolidate and optimize data centers, performance metrics
and a timeline for agency activities, andyearly calculations of investment and cost savings. By the end of
FY 2018, agencies are targeted to close at least 25% of tiered and 60% of non-tiered data centers. In the
long-term, all agencies are expected to strive to close all non-tiered data centers.
VA currently reports 359 operational data centers and has developed a Phase One data center
consolidation plan that has the capability of consolidating and/or closing approximately 20% of its total
FDCCI data center count as reported in the current quarter Integrated Data Collection (IDC)
submission. This multi-phase plan will reduce data center inventory to FDCCI target closure rates and is
expected to take approximately four calendar years to fully execute.
Phase Two consolidation activities are in development and focus on optimizing the number of data
centers operating in these facilities. A pilot to identify Lessons Learned to apply to Phase Two is
underway. Based on mission requirements, VA cannot meet Data Center Optimization Initiative (DCOI)
closure targets. SDE is developing a comprehensive migration plan to optimize effectiveness and
efficiency of the data center enterprise to properly support the Veteran at the lowest feasible cost to
the taxpayer. VA’s expected timeframe for completing optimization pilots, analyzing results, publishing a
comprehensive data center strategy, and having a schedule and expected closure numbers for future
consolidation phases is mid-FY2017.
Necessary optimization development work is currently underway to execute the strategy, including
development and deployment of enterprise Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) tools and
enterprise data center standards. Further consolidation phases are expected to begin in FY2019. Figure
1-2 below summarizes the elements of VA’s Data Center Strategy.

Figure 1-2: VA Data Center Strategy
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1.6 Accessibility
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended in 1974, requires all Agency electronic and information
technology (EIT) to be accessible to people with disabilities. Managing accessibility involves all aspects of
IT including procurement, development, maintenance, and usage. OI&T’s 508 Office provides oversight
for accessibility policy, training, compliance, and remediation. It maintains an extensive training
curriculum comprising live instructor-led training, remote instructor-led training, and self-paced webbased training for all VA employees and contractors who procure, develop, use, and maintain EIT.
VA uses various automated tools to track and assess accessibility compliance of eLearning products,
mobile applications, systems, web content, and other products. For content that cannot be scanned by
an automated tool, the 508 Office performs manual audits. As VA transitions from a waterfall to an Agile
development approach under VIP, VA developers will need to ensure that Section 508 requirements are
incorporated into VIP Compliance Epics that define user needs.

1.7 Security
Security is the CIO’s top priority. In July 2015, VA’s CIO established the ECST to develop an Enterprise
Cybersecurity Strategic Plan (ECSP) to address evolving threats and provide clear direction through a
structured framework. This plan, published in October 2015, establishes five strategic goals critical to
success:
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Protect Veteran Information and VA Data. Ensure secure technology and data systems protect
all VA data and guarantee privacy requirements, such as making certain those enacted in law are
addressed (e.g., Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)). Examine VA
business processes and human interactions (Veterans, beneficiaries, employees, contractors,
partners, etc.) to build the greater defensive depth necessary to address both security and
privacy.



Defend VA’s Cyberspace Ecosystem. Provide secure and resilient VA information systems
technology, business applications, publicly accessible platforms, and shared data networks.
Address technology needs and operations that require protection, rapid response protocols, and
efficient restoration techniques core to effective defense.



Protect VA Infrastructure and Assets. Protect VA infrastructure by going beyond the technology
and systems wholly owned and operated by VA within its facilities to include the boundary
environments that provide potential access and entry into VA by cyber adversaries.



Enable Effective Operations. Operate effectively within the cybersphere and align governance
at enterprise, operational, and tactical levels (points of service interactions). Integrate
cyberspace and security capabilities and outcomes within larger governance, business
operation, and technology architecture frameworks.



Recruit and Retain a Talented Cybersecurity Workforce. Build a strong cybersecurity workforce
with talent in the disciplines needed to implement and maintain the right processes,
procedures, and tools. A well-functioning security organization requires a blend of technical,
policy, and leadership resources covering multiple disciplines within cybersecurity and
maintaining pace with the growing dependence on technology for mission essential activities.

OFFICE OF VA ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

As shown in Figure 1-3 below, VA’s ECSP incorporates a defense-in-depth approach that establishes
protective layers of people, processes, technologies, and operations to achieve a more secure VA
information environment.

Figure 1-3: VA’s ECSP Approach

Key to protecting Veteran information and VA data and Protecting VA Infrastructure and Assets is
controlling access to the Department’s IT systems and networks. The Office of Security and
Preparedness (OSP) partnered with OI&T to accelerate Department compliance with Homeland Security
Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12), which directs a Federal standard for secure and reliable forms of
identification that: is strongly resistant to identity fraud, tampering, counterfeiting, and terrorist
exploitation; can be rapidly authenticated electronically; and is issued only by providers whose reliability
has been established by an official accreditation process.
As of August 23, 2016, VA enforced Personal Identity Verification (PIV)-only authentication on
approximately 302,000 of 376,000 of its network accounts. Since August, VA continues to remediate
non-PIV-compatible applications, systems, and environments to reduce the number of exceptions to
PIV-only authentication and has accelerated its HSPD-12 enforcement to reach OSP’s goal of 80% by
September 2016.
A key ECST objective is to fully address the Office of Inspector General (OIG) Federal Information
Security Modernization Act (FISMA) findings that culminated in a material weakness in information
security. This effort is being supported across a variety of VA offices and includes surge support from
over 500 contractors. OI&T is working closely with OIG auditors to provide immediate support and
remediation. Currently, fewer than 10% of VA’s 2016 security audit findings are new. This new approach
is expected to close the current gap more quickly.
10
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Figure 1-4 highlights projected progress in addressing reported findings in Calendar Year (CY)2016 and
CY2017.

Figure 1-4: Projected Progress CY2016 and CY2017
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2

Digitizing Mission and Support Functions (A1)

VA OI&T manages a $4.28 billion IT appropriation that resources IT infrastructure, services, systems,
security, communications, hardware, software, and technical staff to support the Agency’s mission. This
chapter highlights key IT investments that are enabling mission and support capabilities with planned
enhancements through FY2018 in the following areas:




Health care
Benefits
Corporate services

2.1 Health Care Modernization
VA operates the largest integrated health care system in the United States with over 1,700 sites of
care. Of the many benefits and services VA provides, health care is the largest, serving 8.76 million
Veterans each year. Health care costs comprise approximately 91% of VA’s annual discretionary
budget.

VistA Evolution (VE)/VistA Scheduling Enhancement (VSE)
The Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) Evolution (VE) is the joint
VHA and OI&T program for improving the efficiency and quality of Veterans’ health care by modernizing
VA’s health information systems, increasing data interoperability with the DoD and network care
partners, and reducing the time it takes to deploy new health information management capabilities. VA
will complete the next iteration of the VE Program—VistA 4—in FY2018, in accordance with the VistA
Roadmap and VistA Lifecycle Cost Estimate. VistA 4 will bring improvements in efficiency and
interoperability, and will continue VistA’s award-winning legacy of providing a safe, efficient health care
platform for providers and Veterans.
The VE program stretches beyond Electronic Health Record (EHR) modernization. The VE program
focuses on critical investments in systems and infrastructure, supporting interoperability, networking
and infrastructure sustainment, continuation of legacy systems, and efforts—such as clinical
terminology standardization—that are critical to the maintenance and deployment of the existing and
future modernized VistA. These investments will also deliver value for Veterans and VA providers
regardless of whether our path forward is to continue with VistA, shift to a commercial EHR platform as
DoD is doing, or some combination of both.
For front-line health care teams, the two most exciting products from VistA Evolution are the Joint
Legacy Viewer (JLV) and the Enterprise Health Management Platform (eHMP). JLV is a clinical application
that provides an integrated, chronological display of health data from VA and DoD providers in a
common data viewer. VA and DoD clinicians can use JLV to access, on demand, the health records of
Veterans and Active Duty and Reserve Service members. JLV provides a patient-centric, rather than
facility centric view of health records in near real time.
Key CY2016 VistA Evolution milestones are illustrated in Figure 2-1 below.

12
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Figure 2-1: VistA Evolution Calendar Year 2016 Goals

In FY2016, the VistA Scheduling Enhancement (VSE) was added to VistA4 development schedule to
provide immediate improvements to the Agency’s medical appointment scheduling capabilities. VA had
initially planned to acquire a commercial solution but, with “Access to Health Care” an Agency priority,
VHA decided that VSE would provide faster results at significantly lower costs. VSE will provide errorfree scheduling practices at VA medical facilities; enable the exchange and interoperability of
information between patients, providers, and payers; simplify access via the internet and mobile
devices; and ensure that patients receive the right care in a timely manner through improved
information exchange with service providers.
In FY2017 and beyond, VE will deliver new capabilities in the following areas:
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Data Interchange with Other Health Care Entities. VA must be able to have data interchange
with other health care entities and all health care providers or cohorts. This includes DoD,
private-sector, national data groups (e.g., Center for Disease Control (CDC), NIH, Indian Health
Service (IHS), and Interagency Program Office (IPO)). VA will continue to participate with
standards groups to achieve this, as well as working with point-to-point efforts.
Integration of Health Data between DoD and VA. DoD and VA are increasingly sharing physical
facilities for patient care. Software changes are needed to allow users from both departments to
seamlessly view, access, and write data without disrupting the dependent business operations
unique to each Department. The two Departments are concentrating on integrating health data,
using the Integrated Electronic Health Record (iEHR) to acquire infrastructure and data
interoperability capability to securely and reliably exchange standardized, normalized, and
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correlated health data with all partners. DoD and VA are following the standards and
terminology recommendations of the DoD/VA IPO.


Next Generation EHR. VE will function as the VA side of the interoperability platform with DoD.
It is aimed at developing a common interface that sits on top of both the VA and Defense Health
Agency (DHA) stacks.



Community of Care Data Interchange. VistA must be enhanced to support the provision of care
by non-VA health providers. The first two focus areas are Claims Reimbursement Requests and
Community Mobile Care.



Next Generation User Interface. VE will continue to build eHMP to achieve a next generation
user interface/experience for clinicians. This is a lengthy undertaking, which requires that a
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solution must not diminish the user experience when using VA’s
existing Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS) during the time of transition to eHMP. It is
important to note the requirement that eHMP must have the capability to serve the nonclinician users of CPRS before CPRS can be retired.



Mobile Computing. VA is increasingly investing in the development, testing, and release of
Veteran- and provider-facing mobile applications. Mobile development, testing, and
sustainment must evolve into an ESS capability that uses a common approach to security, data
encryption, and data retention to ensure consistent resource optimization.



Two-Factor Authentication. To meet the requirement that VA have 2FA for all VA personnel and
contractors, VistA will leverage the Identify and Access Management (IAM) controls used to
ensure all data access is authorized and recorded to reflect the unique user.



Enhanced VistA/Kernel Security. Legacy VistA/Kernel security is largely based on VistA instances
being decentralized and autonomous. As new technologies (e.g., Enterprise Web Developer
(EWD), node.js, vista.js) are introduced and provide for the integration of external systems, new
technical controls and architectural requirements are needed to maintain VistA security,
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)/Personal Health Information (PHI) confidentiality,
effective auditing, and role-based access limitations.



Financial System Business Transformation (FSBT), Supply Chain. VA plans to replace/modernize
its fiscal application, and implement Integrated Funds Distribution Control Point Activity,
Accounting, and Procurement (IFCAP).3 This will impact and result in ripple effects into all
dependent applications, including related inventory management and clinical applications. A
strong likelihood exists that this effort will result in increased business process engineering and
increased transactional sharing between systems.



Audit Access. VistA does not currently provide a robust data audit capability. An efficient
approach must be developed, to include a system separate from VistA to analyze the data.



VistA Data Services. Recent years have seen an increased need to retrieve (and write) data to
VistA from external sources (e.g.,eHMP, mobile devices, web pages). A robust library of services
must be formalized to ensure consistent business rule execution and data conformance with
clinical data definitions, which will result in standardization and normalization of terms.



Clinic Scheduling. Enhancements are needed to ensure that VA can improve its ability to care
for all Veterans at the soonest possible time to achieve the MyVA goal of serving Veterans
when, where, and how they want.

3

Department of Veterans Affairs, VistA Integrated Funds Distribution Control Point Activity, Accounting and Procurement (IFCAP), IFCAP
Application Coordinator User’s Guide, v5.1, October 2000, Rev. January 2014;
http://www.va.gov/vdl/documents/Financial_Admin/IFCAP/ifcp5_1application_coord.pdf
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Clinical Decision Support (CDS). Optimal care for patients is best achieved when the population
of similar patients with similar conditions can be factored into determining the best care plan,
using lessons learned and achieving a higher standard of care. This is a very compute-intensive
activity that must access huge volumes of data on demand.



Open Source Electronic Health Record Alliance (OSEHRA) Support. VA will continue to provide
redacted software to OSEHRA as the means to share VistA with those outside VA.



MyHealtheVet (MHV) Integration. Continued maintenance and support of MHV through webbased personal health records linked with VistA Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS)
increases Veterans’ ability to have an active role in managing their health care.

All health care modernization efforts have inherent challenges. VistA supports over 250,000 users,
including VA staff and medical trainees, who must be able to continue to perform their duties while new
capabilities are being deployed. For now, VistA Modernization continues to be the best-suited solution
to meet the changing needs of Veterans, their dependents, clinical professionals in VA medical facilities,
and out-patient clinics. However, other approaches are being considered by the CIO in collaboration
with VA’s Undersecretary for Health. They are evaluating "state-of-the-art, world class" commercial
"digital health platforms" that will consist of four key elements: clinical management, hospital
4
operations, Veteran experience, and predictive analytics.

2.2 Benefits Modernization
Reducing the disability claims backlog has been a top Agency priority and true success story. However,
VA offers other benefits and entitlements, and many of the underlying systems that support those
processes are out of date and not integrated, resulting in a fragmented customer experience and
challenges for providers delivering services. With the disability claims process under control, VA is now
focusing on improving the entire benefits delivery environment.

Veterans Benefits Management System (VBMS) Next Generation
In FY2015, VBA paid $63.7 billion in disability compensation to nearly 4.1 million Veterans using VBMS.
VBMS is facilitating faster delivery of disability benefits, helping to significantly reduce the claims
backlog, and has improved the overall accuracy and consistency of entitlement decisions. Going
forward, VBMS will be modified to meet technology needs across VBA and VA as a whole.
This future state, referred to as VBMS Next Gen, will meet common needs across all benefits business
lines to provide enterprise business capabilities. It will increase the value of the original VBMS
investment by adding new capabilities, expanding access across the enterprise (e.g., eFolder), and
allowing other lines of business to create user interfaces, apply their business rules, and leverage
existing capabilities to meet their needs, instead of building their own standalone applications. The
completion of compensation rating and awards functionality, along with the addition of pension claims
processing capabilities, will also reduce user reliance on legacy applications (i.e. Veterans Service
Network (VETSNET) and Modern Award Processing Development (MAP-D)).
Figure 2-2 depicts VBMS’ evolution from a claims processing application to a robust platform for
delivering enterprise business capabilities.

4

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/cio-laverne-council-says-va-needs-new-ehr-analytics-cloud-patient-experience-capabilities
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Figure 2-2: Evolution of VBMS

The long-term vision for VBMS involves transitioning from an application-centric model to one focused
on delivering enterprise business capabilities that support common access, stakeholder integration, enduser satisfaction, and seamless Veteran-centric benefits and services. By improving key business
processes prior to gathering system requirements, VBMS will deliver additional efficiency gains that
enable transparency in the delivery of decisions to Veterans through:








Simplified Information Access. Improving the ability for Veterans to navigate the entire
portfolio of VA services from a single point of entry
Authoritative Data. Supporting a seamless, integrated, and responsive customer service
experience for Veterans by providing the back-end, single authoritative data source
Streamlined Data Entry. Eliminating burdens and errors associated with frequent, duplicative
data entry
Proactive Care and Benefits. Empowering Veterans to manage and update their information in a
single application enabling them to more easily access their earned care and benefits
Effective Interfaces. Improving the electronic folder, to include access for the Veteran, security,
and integration of data and work queues, enabling more automated workflows and support
tools
Information Sharing. Integrating with strategic partners to support and streamline more
business processes beyond VBA and VHA
Enterprise Services. Preparing VBMS features and services to be leveraged as an enterprise
business capability across VA’s lines of business

Expanding the capabilities of the VBMS application will increase efficiencies for the disability claims
process, improve quality, reduce inventory backlog, and ensure the timely and accurate delivery of over
$3 billion in disability benefits paid each month. Future development and integration will build on
efficiencies gained by the Agile development methodology already in place. Further VBMS development
and data-driven automation are crucial to improving the Veteran experience and establishing the
foundation for VBA’s future technology needs.

16
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As VBMS continues to progress and evolve, development of functionality to encompass other areas of
work may provide the opportunity to decommission legacy systems. Rating Board Automation (RBA)
2000 is one of 11 applications included in the VETSNET suite. It previously was used to complete
disability rating decisions, but these capabilities are now provided by VBMS. RBA2000 was retired on
January 21, 2016. VBA continues to identify VBMS functional requirements needed to fully transition
from the MAP-D and VETSNET Awards applications to VBMS by December 31, 2016.

2.3 Corporate Services Modernization
VA’s custom-developed corporate systems are old and no longer meet the needs of the Agency. Past
efforts to modernize them to keep pace with statutory and business requirements have been
unsuccessful. Consistent with OMB guidance, VA is rebuilding its corporate capabilities by leveraging
solutions that have already been developed and successfully deployed in the Federal Government. This
approach reduces delivery time and eliminates most risk.

Financial Management Business Transformation (FMBT)
VA has considered the replacement of its aging financial system architecture since 1999. Two major
efforts were initiated and canceled: the Core Financial and Logistics System (CoreFLS) in 2004 and the
Financial and Logistics Integrated Technology Enterprise (FLITE)/Integrated Financial Accounting System
(IFAS) in 2010.
The cancellation of these programs led to the proliferation of system enhancements, workarounds, and
the development of add-on systems, resulting in a fragmented financial system environment. The
Financial Management System (FMS) was installed in 1994 and is past its useful life. It no longer meets
VA's requirements, cannot adapt to emerging requirements and federal financial regulations, and is
extremely difficult to maintain.
As directed by OMB Memorandum M-13-08, Improving Financial Systems through Shared Services, VA
has launched the FMBT program to transition VA from its legacy core FMS to a modernized Federal
Shared Service Provider’s (FSSP) financial management system solution. The FMBT program vision is to
provide VA with a modern financial management solution with transformative business processes and
capabilities that enable VA to meet its goals and objectives, in compliance with financial management
legislation and directives. FMBT will increase the transparency, accuracy, timeliness, and reliability of
financial information, resulting in improved fiscal accountability to American taxpayers. It offers a
significant opportunity to improve care and services to our Veterans.
VA is working with GSA’s Unified Shared Services Management (USSM) Office and is in the midst of
selecting an FSSP for VA’s financial system FMBT solution. VA is engaged in a pre-discovery phase with
the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). VA’s
Office of Finance will continue to refine scope based on FSSP pre-discovery outcomes. Once prediscovery is completed, VA will select an FSSP and move into the discovery phase, where the program
schedule and timeline will be refined and finalized. The formal announcement of the VA selected FSSP
will occur on September 22, 2016. The project is expected to extend the planning phase for one year to
complete business process reengineering activities. Phase 1 implementation is expected to be
completed by December 2019.

Enterprise Human Resources Solution – HR-Smart
Human Resources (HR) Lines of Business (LOB), in tandem with the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), has created technological solutions for basic HR functions to cut costs, increase efficiency, and
17
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provide better customer support. The HR LOB realized the potential of electronic government and has
redefined HR service delivery for VA, specifically through the implementation of HR·Smart, a modernized
HR Information System (HRIS).
HR·Smart began replacing VA’s 53-year-old Personnel and Accounting Integrated Data (PAID) recordkeeping system in 2015. It links to VA management systems, standardizes information, improves
reporting capabilities, and will ultimately increase HR’s impact on VA. VA recently completed the final
HR·Smart migration in June 2016, and now services over 375,000 VA employees and 5,164 HR and
Payroll users.
Future enhancements planned for HR Smart include the following:





Job requisition and recruitment request to include workflow and approvals across
Administration and Staff Offices
ePerformance automating the cascading of element from supervisors to employees to ensure
compliance to ensure standards for Senior Executive Service (SES) performance
HR analytics automation
Automation of the eligibility process to eliminate administering open enrollment for Benefits

In addition, HR LOB is concurrently planning an upgrade to the new USA Staffing system and Onboarding
solution. The new mobile-responsive technology will provide HR and applicants’ greater flexibility, new
icons, a better competency library, dashboard and tracking capabilities, and seamless data transfer with
USAHire. Upon rollout, the solution between HR·Smart and USA Staffing will integrate to provide more
seamless capabilities to HR and processing professionals. HR LOB will continue partnering with VA as
enhancements to the system are planned for 2018. The contractual agreement with IBM has a period of
performance with annual option periods through 2022. Planned HR LOB activities through the end of
2017 are shown in Figure 2-3 below.

Figure 2-3: 2016-2017 Planned HR LOB Activities
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Appendix A

Sequencing (B1)

OMB requires Agencies to provide a consolidated timeline for the improvements described in this Roadmap. In Table A-1 below, an “x” identifies
which improvement areas will be “active” during FY2017-2018.
Table A-1: 2016-2017 Planned HR LOB Activities

Item # (B1.X)
Appeals Modernization
Vets.gov
Compensation & Pension
Cloud
Data Center Consolidation
Security – PIV HSPD-12
compliance
Security-Enterprise Cybersecurity
Team/Strategic Plan
VistA4
VBMS
FMBT
HR-Smart

A-1

FY17 Q1
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY17 Q2
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY17 Q3
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY17 Q4
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

FY18 Q1
X
X

FY18 Q2
X
X

FY18 Q3
X
X

FY18 Q4
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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Appendix B

Digitization (C1)

OMB reviewed VA’s IT Asset Inventory data extract submitted in May 2016 and provided the following summary analysis.

B-1
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OMB noted that some IT systems have initial operating dates that are more than 15 years old and may be candidates for replacement. OMB also
noted that several VA investments include multiple systems and recommended “unbundling” those investments to provide more transparency
into the full lifecycle management of each system. VA agrees and is developing a new investment structure for the final FY2018 budget and
exhibit submissions that will be submitted to OMB in spring 2017. The new structure will group like systems together in a taxonomy that also
maps well to the Federal Enterprise Architecture Business Reference Model.
OMB did not provide any specific recommendations related to increasing the Agency’s use of shared services, transferring functions, or
terminating them. However, per OMB’s IDC guidance, Agencies are required to provide that information in their Roadmap submissions (see
below). The same information was also submitted via a Microsoft Excel template via the IDC process.

Shared Service Opportunities (C1.1)
OI&T has adopted a “best-fit, buy-first” acquisition model and, as discussed in Section 1.4 of this document, VA has embraced shared services
concepts since 2011. VA is looking at selecting “best of breed” solutions that provide more flexible platforms and shared services to deliver
critical mission and support functions with less ownership risk and cost. For example, as discussed in Section 2.3.1 of this Roadmap, VA is in the
process of selecting a Shared Service Provider for VA’s financial system solution.
Table B-1 below identifies mission and support functions that are being accomplished by shared services from within or outside VA. It also
identifies several system or service “new candidates” for a shared services approach.
Table B-1: VA Shared Services Solutions and Possible New Candidates
OMB
Item #
C1.1.1

C1.1.2

Program Name
Financial Management
Business Transformation
(FMBT)
Enterprise Human
Resources Solution –
HR-Smart

Function
(BRM Code)
B10.803

B10.805

C1.1.3

Benefits Gateway
Services (BGS)

B10.811.353

C1.1.4

Data Architecture
Service Enterprise
Shared Services (DAS
ESS)

B10.811.604

B-2

Shared Service Description
Per OMB and the Data Act, utilizing a FSSP will leverage common solutions and
modernize core accounting functions within the government in order to deliver greater
value to the Government and taxpayers.
HR-Smart will provide enterprise HR shared service solutions. It is the HR information
system to replace HR in PAID. HR-Smart will be leveraged to further enable the shift
from manual coding to electronic processing to reduce duplicative services, streamline
review process to increase efficiencies, and improve interface with key VA management
systems to support accurate data exchange.
BGS serves as a bridge for exchanging data between VBMS and the VA Corporate
Database, and provides application functionality as web services to a large number of
critical VA applications. BGS funding is currently provided by the VBMS program, but
the cost of this service could be shared by all the programs that consume this data.
DAS ESS is responsible for and supports the maintenance and sustainment of: current
Benefits data; architecture and modeling of Veteran-related data for systems; and
applications and/or services program efforts for VA business lines across VA to include
external VA sources such as DoD, Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and

Potential Service Provider
FSSP Selection will be
made 9/9/16:-either USDA
or Treasury
IBM is the host/provider
under contract through
IAA with GSA (through
2022)
Benefits Portfolio

Benefits Portfolio
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OMB
Item #

Program Name

Function
(BRM Code)

C1.1.5

VistA Evolution (VE)

B10.811

C1.1.6

VA Enterprise Cloud
Services (ECS) for IT
Infrastructure
Modernization

B10.811.139

C1.1.7

Data Center Hosting
Services
Data Center
Consolidation (DCC) unknown at this time
which shared services
might be utilized but
Cloud/Virtualization is
being considered

B10.813.139

Shared Service Description
Social Security Administration (SSA). Data Architecture Service ESS funding is currently
provided by the VBMS program, but the cost of this service could be shared by all the
programs that consume this data.
JLV: Provides controlled access to relevant VA health records to authorized external
community health providers caring for Veterans.
eHealth Exchange: Is a group of federal agencies and non-federal organizations
collaborating under a common mission and purpose to improve patient care, streamline
disability benefits claims, and improve public health reporting through secure, trusted,
and interoperable health information exchange. It is used by multiple applications and
is the nation’s largest health data sharing network of participants who share
information under a common trust framework and a common set of rules.
VA Direct Messaging: A provider-to-provider messaging system that connects VA and
trusted community health care providers, and facilitates the secured sharing of Veteran
health information.
VA plans to acquire a software product that will be the enterprise Cloud Management
Platform (eCMP) to address four primary facets of cloud service:
 Self-Service Portal and Cloud Service Catalog
 Provisioning, Orchestration, and Deployment
 Access and Security Management
 Resource Management and Accounting Reporting
The recommended solutions will modernize and extend services to consolidate systems
eliminate duplication, and standardize the systems, resulting in consistency in baseline
configurations, training, and support contracts, which drives down recurring costs to
more sustainable levels.
Data Center Hosting Services

B10.813.139

Cloud/Virtualization VA private and commercial

C1.1.8

B-3

Potential Service Provider

VE

VA and FISMA-Certified
Vendors

VA and CommercialHosting Vendors
VA and FISMA Certified
Vendors
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Function Transfer Opportunities (C1.2)
Table B-2 below identifies potential mission and support functions (systems and services) that could be potentially transferred or outsourced.
Table B-2: VA Function Transfer Opportunities
OMB
Item #
C1.2.1

Program Name
VistA Evolution Program
inputs

Function (BRM
Code)
B10.811

C1.2.2

VA Enterprise Cloud
Services Broker (ESCB) for IT
Infrastructure
Modernization

B10.813.139

C1.2.3

Data Center Consolidation
(DCC)

B10.811.139

C1.2.4

Refresh Microsoft Exchange

B10.813.659

B-4

Shared Service Description
VA is considering a COTS EHR as part of a broader Digital Health Platform. As
currently formulated, both of these efforts would rely heavily on commercial
software and related services. In addition, VA has stated it is working to be in
alignment with the Cloud First policy and is actively working to explore
moving to the commercial cloud in a number of areas.
The purpose of this acquisition is to procure the services of an enterprise
cloud services broker (ECSB)/integrator to manage a portfolio of cloud
computing services across multiple vendor and internal VA offerings,
supplying VA with a flexible solution and achieving all the advantages of cloud
computing services. To ensure the best possible service to Veterans, the
fastest and most cost-effective way forward, and to leverage the VA’s
substantial investment to date to get the cloud at the project level, AWS
Government and Commercial Clouds and Microsoft Azure Government and
Commercial Clouds will be utilized as the two initial enterprise clouds.
Comply with FITARA requirement to consolidate data centers - begin active
consolidation and closure of approximately 70 data centers in FY2017, with
work projected to take four calendar years to complete.

Potential New Provider
Unknown

Upgrade VA's 11-year-old exchange system from Exchange 2003 to Exchange
2010, and eventually migrate to Microsoft Office 365 government cloud.
Initial mailbox migrations started in July 2016, with migrations to the
Microsoft Cloud occurring as soon as a TIC-compliant network connection can
be established with Office 365.

Unknown

Various Commercial
Vendors

N/A
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Function Termination Opportunities (C1.3)
Table B-3 below identifies mission and support functions (systems and services) that VA could potentially stop doing without any replacement.
Table B-3: VA Mission and Support Functions that Could Potentially Be Terminated
OMB
Item #
C1.3.1

B-5

Program Name
Bidirectional Health
Information Exchange
(BHIE)

Function (BRM
Code)
B10.811.353

Shared Service Description
Systems that make up the now legacy BHIE Framework are transitioning to
the proposed Health Information Exchange (HIE) architecture. BHIE
Retirement and Viewer Consolidation establishes an overall strategy to
transition VA from its baseline state of data exchange systems with DoD. BHIE
Image Adaptor (BIA) will be shut down at the end of December 2016. The
CAPRI DoD Tab is being decommissioned by mid-October 2016. Patient data
provided by this tab is also accessible through VistAWeb and JLV, with JLV
providing more comprehensive DoD patient data.

Potential New Provider
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Appendix C

Legacy Spending Reduction (D1)

Table C-1 below identifies the systems that are expected to be retired in the FY2017-2018 timeframe. Resulting savings will be applied to the
systems and infrastructure that replaces them.
Table C-1: List of VA IT Systems Expected to Retire During 2017-2018 Timeframe

BRM Service
Function Code

Associated Legacy System
Name(s)

FY17 O&M
Decrease

FY17DME
Increase

FY18 O&M
Decrease

FY18 DME
Increase

UII#(s) of other
investments
gaining DME

Enterprise IT
Support

B10.813.139

Benefits Delivery
Network (BDN) retirement planned but
no date scheduled

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Corporate
21st Century
Core

B10.805

Personnel and
Accounting Integrated
Data (PAID)

N/A

N/A

$6.7M

N/A

N/A

B10.811.139

N/A. Data Center
Consolidation. In FY2017,
VA will begin active
consolidation and
closure of approximately
70 data centers with
work projected to take
four calendar years to
complete.

Cost Avoidance

NA

Cost Avoidance

NA

NA

B10.811.353

BHIE Framework is being
retired in 2018 in
conjunction with VistA4
deployment

$2M

N/A

$1M

N/A

N/A

UII#

Investment
Name

029777777109
029777777106

029777777109

Data Center
Consolidation

029555555113

Medical
Legacy

C-1
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